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In This Issue:
Happy August! This month’s newsletter features the work of Austin Foster, Diana Colvin, Rita Gitik, and a little something from me, your editor. You may remember reading
about MANA author, Russ Grimes, in past issues. Russ Grimes has been interviewed
recently by “The Author Inside You”--you can hear this interview by visting the MANA
Blog! Mr. Grimes has written two action hero books for adolescents and adults. To hear
more about him and his work, check out the MANA Blog at:
manasunriser.blogspot.com
Also, new on the MANA Blog: Sharing With Teachers, Be the Captain of Your Class-room in
Your Own Way. These will take place as a series of podcasts for teachers who want to
learn about how Dr. C. has approached different teacher challenges. In these podcasts,
Dr. C serves as captain (senior teacher) who is training future captains (teach-ers).
There will be fifteen audios, the first one beginning the second Wednesday of Au-gust.
Check out the MANA Blog and learn more!

Bare Essentials Bits: All You Wanted to
Ask About a Grammatical/Writing Tidbit
but Were Too Embarrassed To Ask!

This service will be offered on the MANA Blog, beginning in mid-August!
These audio clips will discuss within five minutes or less a spelling challenge or
grammatical issue that stumps or confuses. For example, the use of “then” vs.
“than” or “their” vs. “there” vs. “they’re” or “its” vs. “it’s” or the use of such
punctuation marks as apostrophe marks and commas.. Then, there are those
“pesky” irregular verbs. Which is correct when not speaking with friends or in
an informal but at a formal event: “Have did” or “Have done”? There will be
no “uptight language snobbery”; still, most recognize the beauty of the different dialects of the English language and different uses depending on the situation. In a work situation or formal affair or when writing a business letter, the
formal dialect of English is expected.
And so, Bare Essentials Bits will be a short audio aimed at supporting those of
us who want to understand and use that English language dialect that will help
one communicate with con idence when writing business letters and/or
reports and making formal presentations to a group of fellow professionals in
one’s field.
Also, one can write and ask for a quick explanation if one so wishes. So, for
anyone challenged by a grammatical tidbit, take a listen to Bare Essentials Bits!
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Quote of the Month

“The complexity of things - the things

within things - just seems to be endless.

I mean nothing is easy, nothing is simple.”

~Alice Munro
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Gems for the Body and Soul

MANA is now offering a unique and wonderful deal! You can now bundle the jewelry of the very
talented entrepreneur and jewelry maker, Ms. Kayla Laird, with your favorite book selections from
MANA!
Based on your order by request, Ms. Laird will design your jewelry pieces—necklace & matching
earrings, necklace & matching bracelet, bracelet or necklace & matching earrings or sin-gle stone
necklace. You can base your request on the several samples on MANA’s webpage, by just asking
for different color/s. You can indicate in your e-mail, info@marketingnewauthors.com, to MANA
the number that is next to the photo. Or you can share a design you have in mind; Ms. Laird of
Queen Netzo can deliver. So, in order for you to get your gem set within a timely manner of this
sale, you need to order three weeks prior to when you want your elegantly-made gems for the body.
Then, you can complete the unique combination by placing an order of any book on the MANA
website. Now, to make certain that MANA can fulfill your request, you will need to place the
names of three books in order of desire. This is being done to make certain that you will re-ceive
your completed combination in a timely manner. After paying for the combination, send your
book choices to: info@marketingnewauthors.com. Also, very soon you will also have the option to
purchase a jewelry set on its own, if you so wish! All prices will be listed on the MANA webpage:
marketingnewauthors.com
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Little Bo’s Walk
by Austin Foster
Little Bo was a black bear cub. His fur was as dark as the night sky. While he and his
parents went off to scavenge for some grub, he would get bored and let out a sigh.
Sometimes, he would wander away and go for walks in the forest. He wasn’t afraid of
anything. Even though he was often the shortest, his confidence was never-ending.
One day, he snuck away from his parents as usual. The path he walked along was
one he hadn’t explored yet. The trees and bushes surrounding him were beautiful. The
leaves dripped with sweat. Little Bo loved morning walks. They were amazing. There
were no dangers from the hawks, and the rising sun was blazing. As he walked along, he
heard a rustle in the distance. The rustle was followed by a song, but nothing seemed to
be in existence. He almost put his paw down, but a squeaky voice stopped him.
“Watch where you’re stepping, clown, for you might break my limb!” the voice
squealed. Little Bo stopped and looked at the ground. It was a tiny little cricket who
stared back.
“Little cricket, was it you who made that sound?” Little Bo asked. “I could have
squished you with a big thwack!” The cricket let out a sigh of relief. He made the happiest chirp he had ever sung. Little Bo walked to a nearby tree and plucked a tiny leaf, and
back to the cricket he sprang. The cricket happily accepted the leaf, munching on it with
glee.
“Thanks, chief, how about another three?” the cricket responded. Little Bo got
the cricket three more. The cricket ate them all and licked his finger tips. “Hey, my legs
are sore, can I get on your back and join you on your trip?” Little Bo nodded and knelt
on the grass. The cricket hopped on his back and away they went. They were back on
their morning hike at last. Anymore distractions, he would prevent.
They continued along for a while, admiring the scenery together. They walked
for over a mile as the cricket was as light as a feather. A little after noon, they heard a
squawking coming from above. It was a terrible tune, one that Little Bo and the cricket
could not love. They looked up at the canopy of tree branches. Perched on one of the
branches was a parrot. It made no advances, but that did not mean it deserved a merit.
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With one swoop, the parrot landed on the ground nearby. Little Bo and the cricket tried
to regroup, thinking the parrot was a bad guy. But the parrot opened his mouth, speaking some nonsense.
“There is a river just to the south, with some treasure containing valuable contents,” he squawked. “My wings are tired of flying, mind giving me a ride there?” Little
Bo found himself complying, and the parrot used his back as a chair. The three of them
treaded on. The river was where they were headed. Dusk replaced dawn. Little Bo’s
paws and claws were now shredded.
They walked further along the path. Little Bo was tired. When he got home, he
would face his parents’ wrath, and that was not something he desired. The parrot kept
giving Little Bo directions, and the cricket kept asking for leaves. He didn’t ask any questions. They were his friends, he believed. The little light left from the sun faded, and the
threesome slowed their pace. Their vision was blockaded, and all that surrounded them
was dark empty space. A deep growl arose from the shadows abruptly, and they looked
around in panic. The sound was rough and was not going to vanish. They stood still for
what seemed like minutes, wondering what predator was lurking.
“Mind your own business!” Little Bo yelled. “Your intimidation isn’t working!”
The cricket and parrot looked at each other, shivering at the thought of something attacking.
“I want my mother!” the cricket cried. “Sorry, Little Bo, my confidence is lacking!” He hopped off of Little Bo’s back, waving one final goodbye. He turned around,
beginning to backtrack, causing Little Bo to lose an ally.
“I repeat what I hear, and I do what I see,” the parrot proclaimed. “Now, I must
disappear because that animal cannot have me!” He spread his colorful wings and gave a
final squawk. “Good luck with those things!”
He flew away as Little Bo gawked. Not a minute later, he heard something weeping in the dark. Little Bo walked forward a couple of acres and saw a figure that was
very stark. It came out into the moonlight and revealed itself to be a panther. Their eyes
united and what Little Bo saw wasn’t anger.
“Are you okay?” Little Bo asked, still uneasy and cautious. He still felt like a prey
and even a little bit nauseous.
“Why did they run?” the panther asked. “All I wanted to do was play.” Little Bo
was stunned but decided to stay. He thought for a moment and came up with a solution.
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“I know that you feel broken,” Little Bo replied. “But it’s time to get rid of your
confusion. I’ll be your friend and with no cost. Your heart, I will amend, and by me, you
will never be crossed.”
The panther flashed a grin and wiped his tears. “What a fun time, this has been!”
the panther exclaimed. “And I’m sorry that I caused so many fears. Get on my back, and
I’ll take you home. I’ll get us on the right track—we won’t just roam.”
Little Bo politely declined and began walking ahead. “Let’s walk together in line,” he
replied. “That sounds like a better plan instead.”

* “Little Bo’s Walk” is a children’s short story from a collection of adult and children short stories,
poems, and short plays written by students of a creative writing course at Mott Community College, Flint,
MI. The title of the published collection is Community College Students’ Literary Collage.
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Summer Maiden

June of Summer, Summer of June
I see her then once a year
Since my prime
She forgot each time
She always asked
Have I seen you here?

By Diana Colvin
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October
“Take yourself a woman and build her a house.”
by Arik Einstein.
All I wanted was a simple life.
I wanted a good husband. A man who would love me. A man I would love. A man who would build
me a house.
I wanted to have children. I wanted to have many children. I wanted to raise my children with my
husband. I wanted my house to be filled with laughter. I wanted my house to be filled with the voices of my children.
I wanted to have a garden. A garden where my children would play. A garden where my husband
and I would plant flowers.
I wanted to have a big sunny kitchen. A kitchen where I would cook. A kitchen with a big wooden
table. I wanted to sit with my husband and our children at a big wooden table in the kitchen, drinking tea from translucent cups and talking.
I was a happy young woman. All I wanted was a simple life.
I dreamed about a husband who would love me. I dreamed about a husband who would build me a
house. I dreamed about warm summer days in my garden. I dreamed about cold winter days, when I
would stay in my house and play with my children.
All I wanted was a simple life.
I wanted simple pleasures: freshly baked bread, translucent tea cups, homemade jam. I wanted to
make jam in my kitchen, put it in beautiful jars, and give it to my friends. I wanted to teach my children to make jam, so one day they would sit in their kitchens with their friends drinking tea from
their translucent cups.
I bought some translucent teacups. I bought some gardening books. I bought some glossy magazines with home decorating tips.
I told everybody I knew that I wanted a good husband. A man who would love me. A man I would
love. A man who would build me a house.
I told everybody I knew that I wanted to have children, that I wanted to have many children, that I
wanted my house to be filled with the voices of my children.
I wanted a simple life. I wanted simple pleasures.
I wanted to be allowed to dream…

*“October” is a short story from an upcoming book that will be published by the end of the year: Selling Memories: Poems and
Tales for My Grand Children When They Grow Up by Rita Gitik.
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An Illusion

Raised by the feeling of prosperity
Joy and Jollity
Happiness and Excitement
It seems everlasting
But only for a moment
Little did you know
It could be shattered in an instant
Depression strikes
And you start to think
Was there really once luminescence?

By Diana Colvin
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Long Dirt Road
by Holly Taylor

The line of trees alongside the dirt road of my childhood have been cut and cleared. The farming
operation responsible for this destruction did so to create more space for farmland--more rows of
soybeans and feeder corn. I haven’t been home in half a year, and more than anything I couldn’t
wait to see the tall lines of oaks and maples shading the road. We’d go for walks in their shadows
and bike to the river to swim in summer. My mother, as she dodged past pot holes, driving me
home from the airport, muttered about the greed of farmers: In particular, the local farmer who’d
come through with his heavy machinery. “Doesn’t care about anything other than lining his fat
pockets,” she grumbled. I’d journeyed home that weekend for my sister’s wedding. It was a quick
trip; just enough time to cook a rehearsal dinner; tie the sash on her off-white maternity gown; stand
next to her, stand up for her; drink scotch with my brothers; look up at the stars from the dock of
the small lake the wedding was held on; sneak into the locked-up kitchen; and break into the cooler
for a midnight snack with my teenage brothers. Home looked different each time I returned to it.
Each tree seemed shorter, each flower dimmer.
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Letter From the Editor:
Dear Readers,
August is upon us! In my own experience, I’ve found that sometimes, well, oftentimes, the biggest obstacle to getting started on a writing project is simply
starting. For me the process of beginning to write a piece usually consists of
procrastination, followed by frustration with myself, then the slow build-up to a
habit (this is the longest and hardest part of the process). Eventually, once the
writing habit/ritual gets established, there’s no stopping it. It’s just that initial
push toward habit formation that proves difficult. I’ve listed here some incremental steps, borrowed from Ajay Ohri, to get you thinking about habit-formation as
you work towards completing your own writing project--or any project, really:
1) Write 50 words. That’s a paragraph.
2) Write 400 words. That’s a page.
3) Write 300 pages. That’s a manuscript.
4) Write every day. That’s a habit.
5) Edit and rewrite. That’s how you get better.
6) Spread your writing for people to comment. That’s called feedback.
7) Don’t worry about rejection. That’s a writer.
8) When not writing, read. Read from writers better than you. Read and perceive.
Enjoy the rest of your summer and Happy Writing!

